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This paper will be devoted to investigating certain geometric properties 
of the zeros of polynomials over local field and some applications of these 
properties. Our main result generalizes (and simplifies the proof of) a theorem 
of Tate [I], Theorem 1, concerning the fixed field of the Galois action on the 
completion of the algebraic closure of a local field. This is an application of a 
geometric theory to be developed in a sequel; the special facts required are 
proved in an ud lzoc fashion when they arc used. We have chosen this approach 
because there is a gap between the geometric properties which can be neatI!. 
encompassed in a general theory and the actual properties required fi3r the 
main result. 
Throughout this paper k will denote a localfield, a term which we use in a 
loose sense: a field with a non-trivial valuation ord (in an ordered abelian 
group) with respect to which k is henselian. It is convenient to introduce 
the following terminology: 
& = algebraic closure of k; 
RS 7 separable algebraic closure; 
l//z = perfect closure, i.e., AK-” if char k ~ p; 
R ~-= completion of k; 
k : residue class field of h; 
. ^ 
k’ = h where h = k. 
THEOREM. Let K be a local field. If we let G, = ??(ff/k), the galois group of 
k, operate on kt by uniform continuity then thejixedjield is -\;;?k. We have kt = ksL. 
The first assertion is our main result. Tate proved it in the case where 
char k = 0 and the value group is archimedean. While the removal of this 
* This work was partially done while the author was a summer faculty employee 
at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York. 
+ Sloan Fellow. 
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last restriction is of no real interest it points out the relative simplicit!- of o11r 
methods: Tate’s proof depends ultimately on class field theoretical informa- 
tion in ramification theory which is, therefore, applicable only in certain 
classical situations; our proof, relying as it does on very basic geometric 
properties of zeros of polynomials, works equally well for big value groups. 
The removal of the restriction on the characteristic of k is of some interest. 
It is accomplished by another direct but different argument from that 
employed when char k 0. 
The idea behind the proof of our main result is quite simple (it is this idea 
to which ‘rate alludes in his third remark after Theorem 1 of [I]). If A t kl 
is fixed under G, , then X is the limit of hi E & which arc alnrost fiscd by G, ; 
hence, thcrc is a sisal/ disk Di such that OX, c- 13, for all 0 t G,. Sow a 
classical theorem’ of Gauss [2], p. 1 I?, states that a disk in the complex 
numbers containing all roots of a polynomial contains all roots of its derivative. 
We prove enough of an analogue of Gauss’s theorem to establish that if .f is 
the manic irreducible polynomial for Xi over z/k, then f’ has enough zeroes 
in a sh’yhtly larger disk, E, . An inductive argument now shows that A, must 
he chse to t/k. Hence, h 7 lim Xi is in & 
1. THE I,OCXTION OF THE ZEROS OF THE DERIVATIVES OF A ~Jo~~-~o~m~~ 
Thr main argument arc those of a Newton-polygon type which is 
essentially contained in the following well-known fact. Let c‘ denote an 
algebraically closed valued field. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
.4ssume ord y1 32 ord yr ... ;a ord y, . Then for 0 -:: i c-. t, 
ord u, ;a ord(Yiil ... yt), 
If ord yl _ ord yiil , then equality holds and, in fact, 
ord(l ~ (-l)“-i aijyLll 1.. rl) 0. 
Proof. We have 
(9 
’ For further historical references to this result which is sometimes credited to 
Lucas and for some simple proofs, see Polya and SzegG, “ilufgaben und Lehrsitze aus 
der Analysis,” Vol. 1, Solution to Problem 31 of III. 
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and this yields (*) since ord Y,,...~~-~ 3 ord yi+r ... yt and if ord y1 > ord y,+i , 
then equality holds only if 7j = i + j for 1 <j < t -- i so that ylil **. yt 
is the unique summand in (**) of smallest ord value. 
DEFINITION. Iff = Cil, aiXi E C[X], thenfl’l = xP?a (j) a,Xim3. 
\Ve note: 
(a) .fijl has coefficients in any subring of C containing the coefficients 
off; 
(1,) j!f [II = f(j), the j-th derivative off; 
(c) the (linear) operator f+fljl commutes with translations, i.e., if 
n t C and g(X) = f(X + a), then $1(x) = f[il(X -I- a); 
(d) if a t C, thenf(X) = C,“_,f [Jl(a)(X - a)~. 
DEFISITIOP;. A subset D of C will be called a disk if there exists c t C and 
X in the value group such that 
D :={xEClord(r-c)>,h). 
The dinmeter of D is h. 
LEMMA 2. Let f E C[X] be of exact degree d = psdl -=~ qd, , where 
p -= char C if char C > 0 and p = 1 if char C = 0, and where (p, dl) : = 1. 
A4ssume q S-C d and that D is a disk containing all the roots off. Then fl”l has 
a zero in D. 
Proqf. We can assume f is manic and by (c), above, that 0 E D. Let 
f(s) = fi (X - CQ) = i a,Xi, ord yi > ... 3 ord yd m= r. 
i=l i-;” 
Then by Lemma 1, 
ord ai > (d - i) r 
Set 
for 0 :< i -: d. 
In particular, 
ord b,-, = ord 
i 1 
t + ord ad = ord ( f 1 = 0 
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and 
Set 
Then 
which yields 
Hence, there exists j,, such that 1 --C j0 --. d ~ q and ord pi, 3 r; this is the 
desired conclusion. 
LEMMA 3. Let char C = 0 and let f E C[X] be of exact degree d p” >, 1 
where p 1-m char C ZJ 0. Let q -: p”pl and assume f has all its zeros in a disk D. 
Then f [‘I1 has a .zeYo in the disk D’ with center in D and diameter equal to the 
diameter of D enlarged by (ordp)/(d - q). 
Proof. We can assumef is manic and 0 t D. 
Set 
NOW 
ord ( i ) = ord (s:I,) = ordp # CO. 
Also, 
= ord a,, ord p 3 (d - q) min ord 01, ~ ord p. 
I 
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Hence, there existsj, such that 1 c’ j, c G! - 4 and 
ord Bj,, > mm ord mj ~~ (ord p)/(d -~ 9). 
2. THE DIAMETER OF THE CONJUGATES 
Let k be a local field with algebraic closure & -= C. Then the valuatk of k 
extends uniquely to C since this property characterizes henselian fields. 
DEFINITION. If a~ C, we set 
A,.(S) == d(a) min{ord(a’ - 2) : 01’ t C, k conjugate to a]. 
If :k E -\/k, then we set d(n) = ~3. 
We are interested in comparing the diameter, A(N), of the conjugates of OL 
with the distance from N to k or, since this may not exist, the set of ord(a ~- u) 
with (I t k. We have for all a t k and all k-conjugates a’ of a: 
ord(ol’ ~ a) == ord(a’ - n - (a - n)) 
gz min(ord(a’ ~ a), ord(a - 0)) ~-- ord(ol - u). 
Silence, for all u t k, A(E) 1‘; ord(ol ~ a). 0 - ui main result depends on showing 
that thcrc exists a E h such that ord(a --- u) is almost equal to d(a). 
LEMMA 4. .-lssume char k = 0 and char k ~7 p Xx. 0. Let cy t c‘. Set 
II [k(a) : k]. Then there exists a t k such that 
Ah) 
ord(a: -~ 0) ; d(a) ~ c (p” pi-i))* ordp, 
i= 1 
where A(n) max{e ~ pe : . 7~). 
Proof. Let f be the manic irreducible polynomial for ~1 over /z. We 
establish our result by induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial. If 
II ~=: psd, = qd, with (p, n,) 1 and d1 > 1, then by Lemma 2 applied to D, 
the disk centered at a: of radius d(e), we see that there exists a root ,B off [*I 
such that ord(n -.~ /3) > d(a). Let /3’ b e any k conjugate of /3 and let 17 be a 
.k nutomorphism of C such that c/3 := /3’. Then 
ord(P’ --- ,B) -= ord(@ ~ ,6) -= ord(op -~-- cool + aa: ~ 01 + 01 - P)I 
:S min(ord c@ ~ a), ord(oa - 01), ord(a - /3)). 
\Ve have ord 0(/3 ~- a) == ord(/3 ~ a) and ord@ - 01), ord(oa: - a) 2 A(a). 
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Thus, ord(/3’ -p) 3 d(a), i.e., O(p) > d(a). Now,, [k(P) : IS] ~ nz ;, n ~ q s.. n 
and so by inductive hypothesis there exists a E k such that 
Hence, 
ord(n: ~ CZ) ; min(ord(~r B), ord(P 0)) 
.i ( ti 1 
In the remaining case, WC have y1 = p” _,I 1. fVe apply Lemma 3 to obtain 
a root ,l3 offI’ll, y = pspl, such that ord(/3 ---!I) > d(a) ~ (ordp)i(n ~ 4). As 
before, O(p) > A(Q) - (ordp/n ~- 4). ‘I’1 IUS, by inductive hypothesis, there 
exists a E h such that 
L A(oc) ~ 1 (pi pl- ‘) -I ord p. 
i--l 
Since 
we conclude 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION I. Let k he u kocnl jield with char fi 0, char k p .I 0. 
Then for all OL E k”, there exists a E k such that 
ord(a: - a) > d(a) ~ (p]( p ~ I)‘) ord p. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 4, and the summation 
,z, (pi - p-1 _ p/(p --- 1)‘. 
LEMMA 5. Let l2 be a local $eld with char k = p ,:- 0. If a: E I? and 
p ~ [k(m) : k], then there exists ,13 t kl’,’ such that 
ord(oc ~ p) 3 ((p - 1)/p) ord n + d(r)/p. 
Proof. \2:e may assume a: is separable over k. Let cv = cu(‘), 01@ ,..., &‘) 
denote the /2 conjugates of IX. Set y(j) -7 a(‘) .- CY and 
i 1 1-l 
n-here b, is the i-th symmetric function of the qci). Since ord ~(0 
haw 
Thus, 
ord 6, 3 A(a). 
ord(u ~ a’,) > min ord bp+i lr<i.-D 
since 
Thus, 
3 Ifnlln,j (&i(a) $ (p - i) ord a) = d(a) + (p -- 
A(a) > ord oi. 
&.‘ll E kl’,’ 
and 
as desired. 
ord(vl”’ - a) > lM44 + (P - 1) ordal 
2 0(,x), we 
I) ord LY 
LEnlxx 6. Let 01 t R be of degree p over 12. Then for all positive int(qers j 
there e.Gsts fii E V% such that 
ord(cu-/3,) >((p- l)/p)jord u+(l/p + (p- 1)/p” -1. ... +(p- l)j-‘/p-‘)A(a). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on j, the case j mu I being covered b! 
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Lemma 5. Applying this lemma to n --- flj t z/k, we obtain pj.-r E V’ir 1’ = z/k 
with the property that 
ord(a ~~ fi,,,) + (p -~ l):p[((p ~- l)/p)‘ord N (- (I/p + (p ~~ 1):p” 
: . . . (p - l)j-~lip’) A(,)] ~I(~u)/p 
~~ ((p - l)$)jmrord a i- (I/p I ..t ,- (p ~ l)‘.p’ I) d(m), 
as desired. 
PROPOSITIOS 2. l.et k be a local field with char k -= p ,-. 0. 7’heu for all 
iy E R with ord 31 3 0 and,for all integers 1 > 1 there exists p E VG sucil that 
ord(a 13) > (I ~- 111) d(R). 
Pvoof. First, assume that every finite extension of k has degree a power 
of p and k is perfect. Then there exists a tower of fields k k,, C k, ... C k, 
with [k, L1 : hi] = p for i m= O,..., n ~ 1 and oi E k,! . By Corollarv I to 
I,emma 6, there exists y E 2/k,! .r ~~~ k,, r such that 
ord(a: - y) 2 (I ~ l/21) A,.~ ,(&) ;- (I 1!2Z) d,(a). 
If i/ ’ is a k conjugate of y, then for a suitable k conjugate n’ of a we have 
(cf. proof of Lemma 4) 
ord(y’ - y) = ord(y’ -- 3’ ~~- cd’ ~- 3: -t- iy ~ y) > (1 -- 1’21) A!JCI). 
Thus, A,(y) > (1 ~ l/21) d,(a). By induction on n we can find p c t’k -:- k 
for which 
ord(y ~ /3) > (1 ~ l/2/) A,&) > (1 - l/21)( 1 ~--. l/21) A,:(a). 
This implies ord(a ~~ /3) >z (I - l/l) A,( ) N completing the proof under our 
first assumption. 
Secondly, let us consider the case where k is merely assumed to be perfect. 
Let K he a maximal extension of k composed of finite extensions of degree 
prime to p, i.e., K is the fixed field of a pro-p-Sylow subgroup of G, so that 
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every finite extension of K has order a power of p. Hence, by our previous 
considerations there exists y E V’rTi = K such that 
ord(a - y) > (1 - l/l) d,(a). 
Denote K(y) by J and the set of K monomorphisms J- Z? = & by A. IVe 
have 
ord([J : K]-l t raceh&) - Y) 
: ord([J : K]~‘(trace,,,(y) -- [J : K]y)) 
= ord c (a~ - y) - ord[J : K] 
OEA 
since (p, [J : K]) = 1. This proves the result in the second case. 
In the general case where k is arbitrary, it follows from what we have 
already shown that there exists y E -\/k such that 
ord (a-y) $2 (1 - 1/2)0~~(01) ,Z (1 - l/l)Ok(oi) 
completing the proof of Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 2’. Let k be a local$eld such that either (a) char k = 01 or (b) 
char k =- p > 0 and ord k* is an archimedean ordered group. Then for a/l a E k 
there exists ,8 E Vk such that order (cv - /3) > A(a). 
Proof. The proof in case (b) is similar to that of Proposition 2, the 
reference to Corollary 1 of Lemma 6 being replaced by a corresponding 
reference to Corollary 2 of Lemma 6. Case (a) is even simpler: Only the 
argument employed in the second case of Proposition 2 need be u:jed; it 
applies since for all finite extensions j/K/k we have ord[J : K] ~== 0. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let c E kt be fixed under G,< . We may assume ord c 3 0. Then for all 
h E ord RX and for all integers 1 > 1, there exists a E K” such that 
ord(a ~ C) 2: w(k, X, 1) 
where: 
w(k, A, 1) = X if char k = 0; 
= X + (p/( p - 1)2) ord p if char k = 0 and char k m.= p :y 0; 
= (1 ~ 1,/2)-l X if char k = p > 0. 
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ord(crol - CX) = ord(aoc - UC + UC ~ r -; c - a) 
= ord(aol - UC + c - CX) p min ord(u(a: ~ c), c - Lo) 
~- ord(c -- CX) 3 w(li, 01, E). 
By Propositions 1, 2, and 2’, there exists n- E ti/$ such that ord(~ a) > ,\. 
Thus, ord(c - a) > h. Since h was arbitrary, we must have c t dh. This 
proves our main result, the first assertion of the Theorem. 
We now show that &” is dense in R. We may assume A,’ /z so that L = v’k. 
Let cy E k” :: v%. Then there exists a power q of p = char l< (assuming as we 
may that p > 0) such that 01(/ a E k. If b t k” and if 0 is a root of 
s’l -- b-l7 ~ a ~~ 0 (‘) 
then H E R,’ = R, by differentiating the left side of (*). Also, (N ~ a)‘( -: btr so 
ord(H -- CY) = I/q(ord b $ ord 0). (“9 
Let X E ord k”* be arbitrary. Choose b E h* so thatt 
(i) ord b > ((y - 1)/q) ord n and 
(ii) ord b > qh - (ord u)/q. 
By (i) and (*), ord B = (ord a)/q (e.g., by Lemma 1). By this and (**) we 
obtain 
ord(H - CX) _ I/q(ord b + (ord a)/q). 
Therefore, we may apply (ii) to obtain 
ord(0 - a) ;, X. 
Hence, ffg is dense in A. This complete proof of the ‘Theorem. 
4. FURTHER RESULTS 
Let k be a local field with char k 0. By Proposition 2’, for all 3 ,I li there 
exists a E k such that ord(ol ~ u) 3 O(a). If we remove the assumption on the 
characteristic of K, then we have demonstrated modified versions of this 
inequality. Indeed, let p be a prime. Let F, denote the set offE Q such that 
for all local fields h with char k 0 and char iI ~~~ p and for all 51 5 R there 
exists a E k with 
ord(ol ~ u) 3: il(ol) -ford p. (“) 
Proposition 1 asserts that p/( p ~ 1)’ t F,, By the opening remarks of 
Section 2, it is clear that F,, consists of nonnegative rational numbers. M’e now 
t Here we USC that ord is non-trivial 
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show by means of examples that 0 $F, , i.e., the last term of (*) is not 
superfluous. 
Let k be discrete valued with ord p of minimal positive value, e.g., k == Q, , 
the p-adic numbers. Set f(X) = Xl’ -1 pX + p and let a: be a zero off. We 
claim d(a) -: I/(p - 1). Indeed, f(X) =~ ~~.;Ofljl(~)(X ~ CL)’ so that it 
suffices to prove that for ev-ery nonzero root /3 of g(Z) ~ CgOftjll(,) Zj, 
ord ,/3 ~~ I/@ -- 1). 
,f ““(CX) = f(a) = 0, 
fl’l(g =,f”‘(&) I- p/y+’ -1. p 
,f[jl(a) = ( 9 ) oLJl-j 
\.I 
for 2 L<j 5; p. 
Thus, g(Z) = Z CT:,’ c,Zi with cy-i = 1, ord c,, : ord p and ord ci > ord p 
for 0 K: i < p - 1. By a Newton polygon argument, we have ord /3 = 1 /(p - 1) 
for every root of Crlt ciZi which establishes our claim. Since ord iy = olrd p/p, 
ord(m ~ a) c:. 0 for every n t k, equality being achieved if, and only if, 
ord a .> 0, i.e., ord a > ordp, e.g., a := 0. This shows that for f~ Q there 
exists a E Q such that 
ord(cu ~ n) > d(a) --ford p 
if, and only if, f > (ord p)/(p - 1). 
We have just shown that f t F, implies f > 1 /p - 1. 
DEFINITION. Qci,, = infF, E R. 
\Ve have I /pi- Qp, :s p/(p - 1)2. It is of some interest to determ:ine @‘I, 
in view of its absolute character; our last result is to show that the uppper 
bound we have obtained is not sharp. 
LEhfM.4. Let F = s” t a,..,SY-’ $ ..+ + a,, E k[X]. .Jssume ord OL >, Y 
for all roots 01 off. Set 
p : ,fL~~-1!fP--21 - (Jy’q - 2)f’LW 
= [(q ~ 1) u,“_, - 2qa,-,] x -.- a,~,a,-, - (3q/q - 2) a,,-3 . 
Then there exists a root /3 of g OY f L*-‘l for which ord p > r - ord p, provided 
ord q -i 2 ord p. 
Proof. Normaliing ord so that ord p = I, we may assume ord(q - I) -= 0, 
or-d(q - 2) m-= I. Since a,,_, is the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial in 
the roots of f, ord u,_~ > ir. f [‘1-11 = r/X -+ a,-,; if the root - aJq does 
not satisfv our conclusion, we have 
ord a,., < r -- I -{- ord q. 
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Hence, 
ord(y 1) qzP1 2 ord a,.-, c(. 2r ~~ 2 -’ 2 ord q 
while 
ord Zqr~,~_, ;.z ord 2 ~-~ ord y 1m 2r, 
so 
ord 2p. -2 ord(q 1) CzP1 
It follows that for the root /I of g, 
ord p : ord[a,-,a,,P, ~ (3q/(q ~~ 2)) CZ-.J - 2 ord a,-, 
;;- min{ord a+? -- ord a+r , ord(q/(q ~- 2)) -:- ord a,--, ~- 2 ord u4-.t) 
5 min{r -1~ 1 ord q, ord y - ord(q ~ 2) !- Y i 2 ~~ 2 ord q]. 
;a min{r ~ 1, I ~~ ord(q ~ 2)) .; r ~~ I, 
as desired 
(‘~ROLLARY. IA c E A utdf ,V’ j a,i_lLPi-’ L ... j a0 e k[X]. ,LLsume 
ord(a ~ C) 3 Y for all roots ,* of .f. Then there exists a root ,K E k off [‘l--11 or g 
(as above) for which ord(/3 ~~- rj -< I’ I, 
Proof. L\‘e have only to use that the linear operator f +ftq-lJ and the 
nonlinear (!) operator f--* (q ~-- 2)f[+1!flQ-21 ~ 3qfl*-~al commute with 
translations. 
PROPOSITIOX 3. 
Proof. p = 2. It suffices to show that cx E R of degree q = p2 over k implies 
that there exists a E k with ord( UI ~ a) > d(ci) - I/@ - 1) == 1 (insteadof 
just ord(ci -u) > A(a) -(l/Q - 1) J- l/(p2 -p)) as we had before in proving 
Lemma 4.) Let f be the manic irreducible polynomial for c over k. Let 
f[+ll and g be as in the lemma and its corollary. Let c = 01. Then 
ord(a’ ~ c) > d(a) for all roots OI’ of J Hence, there exists a E k (a root of 
ft+11 or g) for which ord(ol - a) > A(a) -- I, which establishes the proposi- 
tion. 
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